The possible multi-modal error surface is a challenge to the IIR filter design, which needs a flexible, easy to implement and stable global optimization algorithm to provide filter coefficient information. The Symbiotic Organism Search (SOS) algorithm is an effect global optimization algorithm which is proposed by Min-yuan Cheng in 2014. It simulates the symbiotic interaction between different populations in nature. In this paper, the IIR filter design in system recognition field based on the SOS algorithm will be described. Two IIR filters in different structures were used for experiment. The simulation results will be compared with some well-known algorithms that also provide solutions for IIR design. The comparative results show that: the design solution provided by the SOS algorithm is superior to Compared algorithms.
What's more, SOS is compared with PSO, ABC, GSA, IF_ABC, CA and NBA. Finally, Section 5 provides some remarks and conclusions.
Symbiotic Organisms Search (SOS) Algorithm
According to the characteristics of symbiosis in nature, symbiotic relationship roughly falls into three types: mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism.
Mutualism Phase
Initially, an ecosystem of size N is randomly formed. In the mutualism phase, for each i X , j X (where j i X X  ) is randomly selected from the ecosystem to establish relationship. i X reaps the benefits from j X , and j X also benefits from i X . Mutualism phase can be modeled as Eq.1 and Eq.2: 
(2) here best X symbolizes the most adaptive organism in the current iteration, which is evaluated by the fitness function. The two benefit coefficients, 1 BF and 2 BF , reflect the degree of benefit of each other.
_ Mutual Vector denotes the process of getting close to each other, which is calculated as Eq. 3:
It is worth noting that i X and j X are replaced only if the updated fitness is better than their previous fitness.
Commensalism Phase
In this phase, for each individual i X , j X (where j i X X  ) is randomly selected from the ecosystem to establish relationship. Where, i X benefits from j X . Therefore, only the i X individual location is updated:
(4) The rand (-1, 1) function is a random number vector between -1 and 1. Here i X is replaced only if the updated fitness is better than its previous fitness.
Parasitism Phase
The detailed implementation process of the parasitic phase is described as follows: First copying 
IIR Filter Design Problem
In this section, we take the IIR filter in the field of system model identification as an example to show the working principle of the IIR filter. Fig.1 shows the block diagram of the system model identification. ( ) x k is actual input of the unknown plant and ( ) d k is actual output of the unknown plant. ( ) y k is the IIR filter's output. System model identification requires that the output ( ) y k from the IIR is as close as possible to the actual output from the unknown plant. The relationship between the IIR filter input ( ) x k and the output ( ) y k is given below:
Where, M is the order of the filter, a (i = 1, 2, ..., M) is the filter pole coefficient and b (i = 0, 1, ..., L) are the filter zero coefficient. The IIR filter transfer function is shown in the Eq.6:
Then, the IIR filter design is transformed into an optimization problem that is equal to minimize the difference between the unknown plant output and the filter output:
where w represents the coefficient vector to be adjusted,
.N represents the number of samples entered.
In this section, we consider two different orders IIR filters as simulation objects, and the transfer function ( 
Comparison of Experiment Results
In this section, we use the SOS algorithm to solve IIR filter design problem with two different structures mentioned in section 3. The obtained experimental results are compared with the results from GSA [4] , ABC [3] , IF_ABC [9] , NBA [5] , PSO [2] and CA [6] .
Simulation Experiment Platform and Parameter Setting
For performance evaluation, results are taken using 64-bit Windows 7, Intel Core Xeon(R), CPU@ 3.5GHZ processor with 8 GB RAM and using MATLAB version R2012a. All algorithms settings are up to 500 iterations and run 30 times independently. All algorithms default to searching with a population size of 30. 100 samples are considered (N = 100) for the input ( ) x k in four IIR filter design experiment. In Experiment 1, since the system and the filter are both second-orders, there is no local minima problem. The average value and standard deviations of the best fitness function values in 30 running independently is used as the evaluation criterion. The simulation results are displayed in Table 1 , it is surprised to discover that SOS found the smallest error plane (4.8441e-31), and the average fitness function value is much smaller than other algorithms. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 give the convergence curve and ANOVA test for experiment 2, respectively. In Fig. 2 , it is obvious that SOS converges fastest and reaches the minimum fitness value in the 20th iteration. After that, the curve is a smooth straight line and is infinitely close to the X axis without any fluctuations. The PSO and CA curves finally coincide to achieve the same accuracy, which is slightly less than that of SOS. From the ANOVA test, it is not difficult to find that the fitness function values of SOS are concentrated on a straight line, which reflects that the 1 IIR design solution provided by SOS is very reliable. That also shows that the solutions provided by the NBA, CA, and PSO lack robustness. Figure 5 . ANOVA tests for 2 
Result Analysis

IIR
In Experiment 2, the search space for 2 IIR design is multimodal because the filter orders are smaller than the system. As in the previous experiment, Table 1 gives the results of the experiment. It shows that even if there is a multi-model error surface in the design of a high-order IIR, SOS still achieves the minimum average fitness value in all algorithms, and this result overwhelmingly defeats the other 6 algorithms. The standard deviation of SOS is also much smaller than other comparison algorithms. From the convergence curve of Fig. 4 , it is easy to see that the curve performance of SOS is best in terms of convergence speed and accuracy. Also, Fig. 5 shows that the ANOVA test result of SOS is similar to PSO, but there are anomalies in PSO. Table 2 lists the coefficient vectors corresponding to the minimum fitness function values of all algorithms. In general, Symbiotic Organism Search (SOS) algorithm can quickly find the minimum error plane in all comparison algorithms when solving the unimodal IIR filter design, and can provide stable filter parameter values. When solving the design of multi-model filter, SOS can effectively jump out of the local optima to achieve the most satisfactory error surface and the parameter fine-tuning ability is strong.
Conclusions
The Symbiotic Organism Search algorithm is used IIR filter design in the system identification in this paper. IIR filters of two different structures are employed for experiment, and their error surfaces contain both unimodal and multi-model. For simulation study, six well-known IIR filter design methods are compared. Moreover, the stability of the design solution by SOS algorithm was explored. Experiment result shows that Symbiotic Organism Search algorithm can effectively solve filter design problem and provide better solutions. So SOS algorithm is a effective method for global optimization.
